In this paper we present a comparative analysis of the accuracy characteristics of the algorithms for the computation of radio source plane coordinates by means of time-difference of arrival system through simulation. For each of the studied algorithms, we examine the operation features and present the graphs of dependence, determining the favorable and unfavorable azimuthal directions influencing the accuracy of the radio source positioning.
Introduction
At present, in order to determine the coordinates of radiating objects the multiposition passive time-difference of arrival (MP TDOA) systems are widely applied. The basic purpose of such systems is to evaluate the frequency-time characteristics of the radio signals radiated by objects, and also to position radio sources (RS), by means of collecting information extracted from spatially diverse receiving points (RPs) of the system [1] .
MP TDOA systems belong to radio-electronic systems for acquisition of information, and, generally, they operate in the conditions of conflicting data interaction. The process of RS plane positioning in MP TDOA systems consists of the two stages and is explained by the block diagram shown in Fig. 1 . At the first stage, from the results of the analysis of parameters of the received radio signals, the differences are defined in the time of arrival of the signal ( 01   ,…, i 0   ) from RS to the spatially diverse RPs of MP TDOA system. At the second stage, the determined time shifts of signals help to calculate the RS plane coordinates (x,y). . As a rule, in actual MP TDOA system operating conditions the base receiving station and the central signal processing station are the same receiving station.
Because of the peculiar design features of TDOA systems, the following factors mostly influence the accuracy of positioning radiating object:
1. The system geometric factor. The relative disposition of receivers and RS influences the accuracy of the positioning. To reduce the influence of this factor on the choice of MP TDOA configuration, it is necessary to consider a feasible scanning type: sectoral or circular. In the last case, the MP TDOA system configuration symmetric to the central (base) station would be appropriate. However, with actual MP TDOA terrain positioning, it is not always possible to provide such kind of exact symmetry.
2. Errors in primary parameters measurements (relative signal phase shifts). The radio signal experiences the scattering and absorption at the discontinuities of the troposphere; due to the refraction, its trajectory can be bent; it can be re-reflected from surface relief undulations and there can be diffraction at occluding obstacles, -all that leading to the interference of the direct and secondary waves. These phenomena cause the errors in an estimation of the time of arrival of the signal to the monitoring stations, and, as a consequence, there may be miscalculations of emitter's coordinates.
Thus, the purpose of the present work is to conduct the comparative analysis of the accuracy characteristics of the algorithms of computation of the fixed RS plane coordinates in MP TDOA system, in case of ground signal reception.
By now, there exists a wide variety of algorithms for RS coordinates computation. We will consider the following of them: method of direct algebraic calculation, Newton method, gradient descent method, and their combinations (combined methods).
We assume that MP TDOA system represents geographically-distributed RPs connected with each other by communication lines. RP is a measuring receiver with nondirectional antenna receiving the signal from RS. Spacing
is a distance between RPi and base station (see Fig. 2 ). And, for the purpose of simplifying computations and data analysis, all the results produced by means of direct algebraic calculations and gradient descent technique are demonstrated for the case of symmetric TDOA system configuration presented in the form of an equilateral triangle. But in view of peculiarities of these methods, the similar results can be also easily obtained for the TDOA system with arbitrary configuration.
For the reliable comparison of the studied methods, it is necessary to set the identical initial conditions. It can be achieved by specific configuring of MP TDOA system (see Figs. 2, 3 ). We presuppose here that the coordinates of the stations agree with the requirement that 5000 0  The system of the three RPs presented in Fig. 2 allows us to determine the plane coordinates by Newton method, or by gradient descent method. For the method of the direct algebraic computation, the required minimum number of RPs should be no less than four (Fig. 3) [2] . Based on the received initial data, the simulation has been carried out and the dependence studied of the positioning error from azimuthal RS location, with several methods of plane coordinates determination applied. Initially, we assume that final results should be approximately identical for all the applied methods, and the primary error is caused by errors in the measurements of time differences of arrival of signals from independent stations. Preliminary, it should be noted that the methods of RS position computation mentioned above, nonregistering the errors (the inaccurate measurement of time differences of arrival caused by the measuring equipment errors and by the radio wave propagation reflection), provide equally good results with a high degree of reliability, except the Newton iterative method with its «dead zones» where the precision of measurements is deflating.
Method of the Direct Algebraic Computation
The essence of the algebraic method is in the replacement of the nonlinear algebraic combined equations by linear ones, with the help of mathematical transformations including notation of the combined equations in the matrix form and their subsequent solution, i.e.
In Eq. (1) the designations are: A is the matrix by dimension  
(where l is the number of measured RS coordinates), P is the vector by dimension l [2] . Its main advantages already being the simplicity of its software implementation, computation speed and applicability for TDOA system with arbitrary configuration (four RPs, at least), this algorithm proves its efficiency introducing no additional errors during calculations.
The dependence of the positioning error from azimuthal RS position, in case of mismeasurements of time differences of arrival from each of the stations equal to 20   ns, can be presented in the form of the polar diagram (see Fig. 4 ). From Fig. 4 we can see that the positioning error (radial error) depends on the azimuthal RS position, and both favorable and adverse receiver directions can be selected. The least deviation is on the order of 30 meters, and the greatest deviation is on the order of 70-80 meters, with RS remoteness set to 7000 meters relative to the geometric centre of the system. In the absence of mismeasurements of time differences of arrival of signals from independent stations, the curve (Fig. 4) degenerates into the point of the geometric centre.
Newton method
The major task when determining RS position the Newton method is the solution of the following set of nonlinear equations:
is vector of arguments, and      
The idea of iterative procedure is to change the solution of combined nonlinear equations at the adopted approximation neighborhood by the solution of the auxiliary linear task by means of Taylor expansion of Eqs. (3) reduced to linear members only [3] . The result of iterative procedure is the coordinates The diagram of dependences of positioning error from the RS azimuth for circular scan (Fig. 5) shows the presence of «dead zones». The geometry of «dead zones» is defined by MP TDOA configuration [3] . Within these zones, the iterative algorithm (Newton method) does not provide the solution with the fixed precision. To eliminate specified shortcoming, it is possible to select the initial approximation corresponding to the sector of expected RS position and outside of MP TDOA system (in far-field region). Determination of the sectors of radiating object disposition is based on the dependence of relations between relative time differences of arrival from independent stations from the radio wave direction of arrival [3] .
In each of the determined sectors, it is necessary to select the initial approximation for Newton method while getting a fix in the far-field region, excluding the «dead zones» effect and reducing the number of iterations, which thus leads to the increase of the algorithm speed. In Fig. 6 the dependence of positioning error from azimuthal RS position is shown in case of selection of the initial approximation within the sector of the expected RS position and for the errors of measurement of time differences of arrival from each of the stations equal to 20   ns. As follows from Fig. 6 , «dead zones» for the RS positioning are completely removed owing to the application of such approach. However, the presented results correspond to the symmetric MP TDOA configuration in the form of an equilateral triangle (Fig. 2) . For the asymmetric disposition of the RPs, the determination of the interdependences between the relative time differences of arrival due to RS disposition is a rather difficult task and requires huge mathematical calculations for each of the particular MP TDOA configuration. At the same time, it is necessary to have the posterior statistical data on the errors of measurements of relative time differences of arrival. Without such information, it does not seem possible to precisely establish the borders of sectors of the expected RS position, due to their transformations because of the errors in determination of the time differences of arrival from independent stations. Hereupon, the application of the classical Newton method in MP TDOA system with arbitrary configuration is expedient only for the sectoral scan and for the solution of RS positioning task in a near-field region. Besides, as a disadvantage of the presented iterative method, we can also note a greater computing time needed, in comparison, for example, with the one demonstrated by the method of direct algebraic computation. On the other part, the advantage of the Newton method is a possibility of its application in two-base passive TDOA system where the three RPs are used for determining radiating object coordinates. In MP TDOA system with asymmetric configuration (Fig. 7) a combination of the Newton method with the method of direct algebraic computation can be used for the realization of the circular scan. Such combination is arranged so that RS coordinates, calculated by the method of direct algebraic computation, are introduced as initial approximation to the Newton method. In this case it is possible to completely remove the effect of «dead zones» and, simultaneously, to increase the accuracy of RS positioning. The obtained result is valid only for the four-position passive TDOA system, specifically for the case of operational features of the method of direct computation of coordinates described above.
Thus, the considered four-position passive TDOA system with asymmetric configuration is a three-base one (Fig. 7) . On this account, RS position computation is supposed to be carried out by the solution of the set of the three nonlinear algebraic coupling equations for the measured signal time shifts i 0   with distance differences i R . For radiating object positioning on the plane, such nonlinear set is overdetermined, i.e. the number of the equations in set is greater than the number of unknown variables. But, as it is well known, a necessary condition for the solution of nonlinear combined equations by the classical Newton method is a correspondence of the number of the equations to the quantity of the unknown variables. Therefore, in order to increase the accuracy characteristics for the Newton method while calculating, we should specially select the specified combinations of the equations pairs depending on the sector of RS position (angle of arrival) and on MP TDOA configuration (Fig. 6) .
In Fig. 8 the polar diagram is presented of the positioning error dependence from the angle of arrival (azimuth) for MP TDOA system with asymmetric configuration (Fig. 7) . This diagram is based on the results of the simulation of the position computation by the combined method. The initial data for its design are: 5000
m, RS distance is 7000 m, the errors of measurement of relative signal time shifts from all the independent stations are equal to 20 ns.
The presented diagram of the accuracy characteristics of the combined method (Fig. 8) indicates the removing of «dead zones» characteristic for the classical Newton method and some increase in the accuracy of RS positioning, in comparison with the method of direct algebraic computation. Besides, owing to the decrease of the number of iterations the combined method allows reducing computing time, in comparison with the separate Newton method. Thus, the similar combination of the two methods can be effectively used in the circular scanning MP TDOA systems.
Gradient descent method
The expression uniting RS coordinates, coordinates of i-th receiving point RPi and differences of distances i R assumes the following form ,   03  2  2  2  3  2  3  02  2  2  2  2  2  2  01  2  2  2  1 Let it is required to find the solution of the set of the nonlinear algebraic equations (5) . For this purpose we introduce nonnegative function:
The solution of the set of the nonlinear algebraic equations is carried out
. The widespread method of an unconditional optimization is the gradient descent method. In this method, along with the data on objective function, the data on values of the first derivatives of this function is used for the development of iterative procedure. Each iteration (step) leads to decreasing the value of objective function. The solution of the presented set of equations are coordinates T x and T y , definitely determining the RS position in rectangular coordinate system [4] . In Fig. 9 the dependence of the positioning error from azimuthal RS position is illustrated for errors in measurements of time differences of arrival from each of the stations set as 20   ns. On the assumption that a higher accuracy of radiating object positioning can be achieved, we have conducted the additional study of the so-called combined method. The idea of a combination is to choose as initial approximation for the gradient descent method the would-be RS coordinates calculated by means of the method of the direct computation. In Fig. 10 the dependence of the positioning error from azimuthal RS position is drawn for errors in measurements of time differences of arrival from each of the stations set as 20   ns and with the initial approximation provided by the method of the direct algebraic computation. By applying the combined method, we can also improve MP TDOA system survivability. During the operation not all MP TDOA RPs will function equally effectively. While solving the task of the RS positioning, one may face the failure of one or the diverse RPs, or even of several of them. For maintenance in these conditions it is necessary to use the corresponding reservation procedures ensuring the operability, in case when some part of the system's facilities fail. As it is known, the reservation of facilities can be hardware or algorithmic. Algorithmic reservation is more preferable, as it is less expensive in comparison with hardware one. For example, to determine the plane RS coordinates by the method of direct computation, it is necessary to have three-base (four-position) TDOA system, and if one of peripheral RPs fails, the whole system becomes inoperative. In this case, to provide fail-safety, it is possible to pass to the gradient descent method, according to which it is enough to have two-base (three-position) system in order to determine the RS position on a plane.
In Fig. 11 there are represented the dependences of the positioning error from azimuthal RS direction for MP TDOA system with symmetric configuration calculated with the help of the combined gradient descent method (continuous curve) and combined Newton method (dashed curve). From diagrams in Fig. 11 we can see that the combined gradient descent method provides more exact estimation of RS coordinates in comparison with the combined Newton method for some signal directions of arrival (90º, 210º and 330º). In other sectors both methods have practically identical positioning error values.
Conclusion
Each of the presented algorithms has its advantages and disadvantages. The method of direct algebraic computation is characterized by the simplicity of implementation and short computing time, but it needs four-position TDOA system that is uneconomical. The Newton method with initial approximation at the system centre can be applied for three-position TDOA sectoral scanning system. It determines the plane RS coordinates precisely enough in a near-field region, but it becomes invalid outside of a near-field region, because there the «dead zones» appear. In the combination with the method of direct algebraic computation (for the selection of the initial approximation) Newton method allows us to calculate the radiation source position in the far-field region. But, at the same time, adaptation to various MP TDOA configurations is required. The gradient descent method also has some advantages over the method of direct computation of coordinates in accuracy, and it is especially efficient during the operation in the far-field region.
At the same time [5, et al.] , it is an expected wide spectrum of received signals that is mainly relied upon as providing necessary accuracy of the MP TDOA characteristics. Some increase in accuracy is also reached owing to the increase in the number of RPs. However, the considerable increase of the distances between stations is not reasonable. As earlier, the reason for this is a probable reduction of a working area because of the great diversity of RPs relative to each other that is meant to prevent the possible undetection of signals from radiation objects. Therefore, specific technical reasons aside, there should be chosen relatively moderated distances between stations in MP TDOA system. This recommendation is concerned with the accuracy of the primary angular measurements, azimuthal ones being the most important, as they correspond to the plane configuration.
Thus, more radical way of increasing RS positioning accuracy in MP TDOA system is the optimization (against hindrances) of the primary measurers [5] , in order to minimize the errors in the measurement of geometrical sizes (primary parameters). It is also reasonable to apply statistical methods of co-ordinates estimation during multiple measurements [6] .
